
1. Prepare by “getting into the LOVE vibration”
“Connect to Universal, Divine Energy” - FEEL PURE

PEACE in your heart... Imagine there’s a golden

Pyramid “over you, and also mirrored under you… “ 

then… ask your Ascended Masters, Guides, Angels,

Psychic Surgeons, Guardians & Gurus to come “in the

sapce” —  to be around you & hear & feel your energy

& desires…

W H A T  W O U L D  I T  T A K E . . .



Consciously & deliberately: Ask them to “heal you & all

of your emotional & mental scars” and “give you the

best energy that will magnetise you to your wishes,

desires, wants, needs & intentions” PLUS…

1. Imagine your body “expanding” with fizzy

energy with a bubble around you
- within which is LOVE LOVE LOVE - so that you

imagine yourself floating up as if you’re a helium

balloon that’s been released… and you rise up over the

city, region, state, country and you can peer down &

have an aerial view that’s awe-inspiring… Imagine your

“bubble” then expands out & so engulfs the WHOLE

world & ALL of the “universe” Remember to FEEL

“abundant” as you think about the gazillions of cells in

your body and feel the resonance with the gazillion of

stars in all of the galaxies

THEN...



and anything or anyone that can facilitate it’s successful

completion & celebration with ease, grace, speed &

joyplease add it, create it, STORY it and transform it…

across ALL time, space, dimensions, realities &

frequencies.

AMEN... So it is

What would it take for - ( .............. +_______ + ..............)

and anything or anyone in the way of it -

please delete it, uncreate it, de-STORY it, transmute it...

across ALL time, space, dimensions, realities &

frequencies...

THEN...


